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– The adaptation of Polish terminology to the UN Classification 
standards has been carried out for years and the Workshop is 
an occasion to present the results of these attempts. The 
Workshop will be also a forum for discussing practical 
application of the UNFC in other countries.

– The Workshop will be held in headquarters of the Polish 
Geological Institute – National Research Institute, Warsaw, 
Poland. The Organizing Committee will provide one day for 
oral presentations and one day for round table discussion on 
resources and reserves evaluation of selected Polish deposits 
(geological reports and feasibility studies of coal, oil and gas, 
industrial rocks) with reference to UNFC.



Preliminary programme of the meeting:

The first day of the Workshop (1/2): 
Chairman – Michael Lynch-Bell. 

- ECE Expert Group on Resource Classification – history and 
development

- Development of UNFC-2009

- UNFC petroleum presentation

- UNFC minerals presentation (CRIRSCO representative)

- Mode of reporting resources and reserves in Poland and 
relationship to the UNFC, CRIRSCO and PRMS (Marek Nieć)

- Polish mining sector companies (Ryszard Tomanik, Robert 
Leszczynski – KGHM Polish Copper S.A.)



- Confidence of coal resources estimation (Jacek Mucha, 
Eugeniusz Sobczyk, Piotr Saluga, Marek Nieć)

- The hard coal reserves and resources in Poland on the basis
of UNFC classification (Henryk Paszcza, Tadeusz
Smakowski)

- Practical Application of the United Nations Framework 
Classification (UNFC) in Selected Countries

- The database on Polish mineral raw material deposits 
(Agnieszka Malon, Marcin Tymiński)

- Minerals Yearbook of Poland (Tadeusz Smakowski)

The first day of the Workshop (2/2): 
Chairman – Michael Lynch-Bell. 



Round table discussion on resources and reserves
evaluation of selected Polish deposits (geological reports 
and feasibility studies of coal, oil and gas, industrial
rocks) with reference to UNFC. Panel chaired by Marek
Nieć (Committee of Sustainable Resources Utilization).

The second day of the Workshop:



The meeting will commence at 10.00 hours on Monday 21 June in Salle 15 on 
ground floor of the Building C .

Please note thatthe registration forms should be sent back via e-mail by May 21. 
Deadline for abstracts is also May 21. Please send them via e-mail to 
Tadeusz.Smakowski@pgi.gov.pl, Marcin.Tymiński@pgi.gov.pl, 
Agnieszka.Malon@pgi.gov.pl. Maximum length of abstracts is one A4 page. 
Maximum length of oral presentation is 20 minutes. Participation is free of 
charge.

Polish Geological Institute-National Research Institute will provide the 
participants with lunches, served in Salle 16 on ground floor of the Building C –
next to the conference room. 

We would also like to invite the participants to Dinner kindly sponsored by 
KGHM Polish Copper S.A. and Polish National Oil&GasCompany, which 
will be served on Monday, 21 June, in the evening (details will be fixed up later).



Thank you for your
attention


